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soon, just before my birthday. I am so glad you all like 'The Oscars" as it has been an interesting year
and with all the changes that are about to take place in the entertainment industry, I can guarantee

that it will be interesting years to come. Until next time, take care and God bless you all.Whether
you’re drinking Guinness in Ireland or Scotch in Scotland, you’re likely to notice some of the same

little tags and advertisements attached to the bottles. Each bottle of beer or scotch is accompanied
by a “bottle ticket” that must be purchased if you want to drink the beer or scotch. These bottle

tickets have the same design on the back. These bottles have a number on the back with an
illustration and font that correspond to the country they are being sold in. There are also advertisers
and unions you can pay to have on your bottle ticket. Your bottle ticket will also have details about
the contents of the beer or scotch such as its alcohol percentage, ABV. 1. See the Guinness Bottle

Ticket below. It says: In 1823, James Moyes, a brewer from Ireland, was awarded the first licence to
bottle beer. The process of bottled beer in Ireland, the Guinness Storehouse, was opened in 1759 as

the first commercial brewery in the British Isles. The Guinness Storehouse is a visitor attraction in
Dublin’s O’Connell Street, Ireland.The Guinness Storehouse is an UNESCO World Heritage Site. The

Guinness Storehouse is a place where people can enjoy the best of Guinness beer from the brewery,
as well as enjoy live music and Irish-inspired food. 2. See the Scotch Bottle Ticket below. It says:

MacGregor was established in 1840 by the Major of MacGregor and his son the Master distiller, John.
Macgregor is the oldest independent Scotch Whisky distillery and is located in Forres, Moray. 3. See

the Scotch Label below
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